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  Abstract 

This work applies natural language processing techniques, like those used in sentiment 

analysis, to the data generated by students in a digital online learning environment to detect 

confused or frustrated students and alert instructors so that time-sensitive educational support 

can be provided.   

Utilizing a data set of 9,141 discussion posts collected from an Introduction to Java 

Programming course, seven types of classifiers were tested, including Support Vector 

Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes, and Random Forest algorithms; it was determined that the 

optimum results for the data set was an SVM classifier using a non-linear Gaussian kernel, 

combined with a custom dictionary and noun phrase POS frequency count for feature vector 

identification and the determination of a relevance probability.   

The resulting application, TutorAlert, produced a promising F1 score of 0.79 and an accuracy 

of 0.83.  Further, agreement values of 88% were achieved during inter-rater reliability testing 

between the classifier and human judges. 

 

Keywords: Sentiment analysis, e-learning, opinion mining, natural language processing 
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Chapter I - INTRODUCTION 

 

The past decade has seen a marked increase in the establishment of online learning 

environments by academic institutions, private training organizations, and businesses offering 

a wide array of education and training options to a broad audience of potential students.  

Everything from corporate training and certification to compete academic degree programs are 

now available through digital classrooms at a range of scales and pricing options.  This growth, 

however, which allows for near immediate satisfaction of learning needs, has often come at 

the cost of a reduced student to instructor interaction than would otherwise been encountered 

in a traditional classroom.   Even where instructor to student ratios have remained constant, 

the breadth of options and materials that are available to the students fuel an expectation of 

almost real-time response geared towards student convenience and the necessary wait involved 

in receiving any direct response learning assistance from an actual human tutor abruptly puts 

the whole learning process on hold. 

Indeed, when students encounter issues in an online learning environment, they typically have 

a limited number of options.  These options may include sending a direct message to the tutor 

through some form of online messaging or help desk function, or to ask for advice or assistance 

from fellow students in a shared course discussion group.  Delays in either option can lead to 

increases in overall frustration and student dissatisfaction [1], especially if there is perceived 

to be too long a delay in receiving a response.  This may even be compounded in shared 

discussion groups where multiple students experiencing the same issue will join the fray, 

turning questions into a series of complaints before the issue is even formally addressed by the 
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course instructor.  In short, the quicker an instructor can identify and address relevant learning 

issues or problems in online discussion groups, the better.   

In addition, the identification and aggregate reporting of topics and concepts that were 

consistently associated with student frustration and confusion over multiple sections of the 

same course material could aid in the determination of weak or problematic course material 

over time.  Thus, tracking this sort of information will offer a unique perspective to aid in the 

improvement of the overall learning experience of the digital course.   

Just as society has seen the growth in digital online learning environments, there has also been 

a dramatic increase in the overall use of online text-based platforms for public communication 

or storing public information.  These platforms range from social media tools like Twitter and 

Facebook, to online product review sites, public discussion forums, and other similar digital 

sources.  The drive to better understand and measure these discussions on the part of 

businesses, policy decision makers, and academics, has fueled considerable growth in research 

techniques around sentiment analysis, or opinion mining, as well as other big data reporting 

functions.  Indeed, a substantial amount of work has gone into developing the natural language 

processing tools and related machine learning techniques that attempt to identify the polarity 

of audience sentiment around relevant entities and their component attributes.  Examples of 

studies in this area include work on determining sentiment in online movie reviews or 

consumer product reviews, as well as attempts to identify negative opinions in active social 

streaming tools, such as Twitter [2]. 
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In theory, the same natural language processing techniques used to build classifiers in opinion 

mining and sentiment analysis may also be leveraged to develop other types of custom 

classifiers, including an algorithm that can classify student frustration and confusion, and 

immediately send an alert to the course instructor, notifying them of the issue when 

appropriate.  The instructor would then be better equipped to prioritize their time in developing 

responses, and the overall experience for the students could be dramatically improved.  Further, 

if the alert system was developed in such a way as to recognize keywords and phrases at the 

root of the frustration and store those over time, the resulting data might be a valuable set of 

learning analytics metrics to assist course developers in assessing content, and specifically 

identifying weak content over time. 

 

Research Question 

The overarching research question in this thesis work is to determine whether the analysis and 

classification of the text-based student interactions in a digital learning environment could be 

used to detect student frustration or learning difficulties through the application of techniques 

such as those used in sentiment analysis and other natural language processing applications.  

Further, to investigate whether an algorithm could be developed that would not only alert 

instructors to address immediate individual student issues, but to label the data in a meaningful 

way so that the accumulated classified data would be used to identify content deficiencies over 

time. 
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Or, a more applied version of the research question: can data from the students’ use of Moodle 

Classroom Discussion Forum posts be used to alert instructors when students write about their 

confusion or frustration?  And, if so, can those aspects of the coursework that are causing 

greater difficulty to the students be identified over the long term? 

There are a number of good reasons for exploring this avenue of research.  For instance, as 

mentioned above, learning environments continue to grow in popularity globally at a 

considerable rate, as discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3, and education providers are 

continuously facing pressure to contend with increased class sizes.   Automated systems that 

work to identify potential problems and assist instructors in prioritizing their responses to 

student discussions may free up valuable instruction time spent scanning through student posts 

that do not require assistance - not unlike the efficiencies found in a good email spam filter.   

Further, as already been mentioned above, research suggests a relationship between student 

satisfaction and the speed in which potential issues are addressed [3]., so as post-secondary 

institutions continue to experience budgetary constraints, an automated system that allows for 

more efficient use of staff time may be beneficial to the greater organization. 

With regards to a unique academic contribution, the detection of confused or frustrated 

students explored in this thesis is unique and presents some interesting classification 

challenges due to the nature of the language and phrases used in a normal academic 

conversation.  Posts around learning difficulties do not tend to have the same obviously 

negative indicators that might be found in movie review or angry Twitter exchanges.  In other 

words, the posts do not necessarily fall into clear positive or negative sentiment labels. 
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For example, to a human reader a student comment, “(d)id you read this week’s material?  The 

algorithms are interestingly complex”, would not appear to indicate confusion or frustration, 

while another student post, “(d)id anyone understand this week’s lecture?  The algorithms are 

way too complex for me” may indicate the need for a response.  Even though a human reading 

it can see the difference, the language used by the later student does not appear overtly negative 

and it is entirely likely that it may not have been identified as problematic even with a very 

well-trained sentiment analysis classifier.  In that sense, the classification of student difficulty 

as represented in student discussion posts more closely resembles the detection of email spam 

than it does positive, negative, or neutral sentiment.  This also suggests the use of a coarse 

binary classifier labelling of responseYes or responseNo, over a more granular sentiment 

analysis approach that might break out content into a broader range, or increased number, of 

emotions or classes.  Granular classification algorithms, and other forms machine learning 

classification like deep learning and neural networks, also require far more training data, than 

is typically generated in individual online courses, and their domain sensitivity makes 

effectively training them on individual course subjects quite difficult.  This is discussed further 

in Chapter 3. 

The other related consideration in addressing the research question, is the determination of 

relevance.  Ideally, an instructor should only receive an alert highlighting student difficulty or 

confusion for topics that are directly relevant to the course material.  Unrelated discussions, 

such as complaints about the weather, should be ignored.  The goal here is to have the algorithm 

review each alert candidate generated from the preprocessing process against a custom 
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dictionary and assign a relevance probability that would then be used to decide whether to 

forward an alert to the course instructor. 

 

Thesis Overview 

This thesis is organized into five chapters.  The first chapter serves as the introduction, lays 

out the overarching problem, and presents the research question which will be explored in the 

remainder of the document. 

Chapter 2 sets out the research background in greater detail by taking a closer look at online 

learning platforms, and then discusses related previous work around natural language 

processing and sentiment analysis.  It goes on to detail specific text preprocessing and 

classification techniques that are used in this growing area of machine learning research, and 

that were considered for this project. 

Chapter 3 examines the methodology used in the development of the TutorAlert classier and 

defines the parameters of the comparative classifier research tests contained in this work, and 

details some of the technology used in the process.  As well, this chapter focuses on some of 

the challenges that are unique to this work, and how this approach differs from more general 

sentiment analysis research. 

Chapter 4 covers the overall experiment results of the research work.  It includes discussion 

on the accuracy of the different classifiers used in the attempts to identify relevant student 

difficulties, both in terms of the actual training data, as well as in comparison with inter-rater 

reliability testing performed with experienced online course instructors. 
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Finally, Chapter 5 contains the thesis conclusion with a special focus on the finalization of the 

overall algorithm suggested by the research results.  There is also a discussion on proposed 

future research directions, including a few interesting development opportunities that 

presented themselves during the experiment, but were out of scope for this current research.   
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Chapter II - BACKGROUND 

Digital learning environments can refer to a broad range of online education platforms used in 

the delivery and administration of course material and training programs.  Indeed, they are 

becoming a ubiquitous part of the learning experience and are even utilized as supplements in 

traditional classroom-based learning institutions in addition to completely self-contained 

online applications.     

This chapter starts off by taking an academic look at digital learning environments, as well as 

their growth and use trends to date.  It then moves on to a discussion regarding natural language 

processing and speaks to some of the current approaches used to build classifiers for similar 

data, including sentiment analysis and opinion mining techniques.  Finally, upon establishing 

the background, it breaks out the individual techniques that will be utilized in this research and 

covers each in their own section.    

 

Digital learning environments 

Generally, digital learning environments have a set of common features including the 

provisions of online lessons and supplementary educational material, the management of 

student assignments and grading, as well as a platform for instructor-to-student and student-

to-student communication and collaboration.  They are found in a wide range of applications 

from corporate training, to supplementing a classroom-based course, and the past decade has 

seen a marked increase in the use of these systems in post-secondary education to support 

remote, continuing education, or fully online education programs.  In fact, an estimated 25% 
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of higher education students in India, 30% of post-secondary students in the United States, and 

40% of distance learning students in Turkey are enrolled in some form of online education 

managed through a digital learning environment [4].   Growth is especially pronounced in India 

and China who have both doubled their student base over the same time period [5], and 

increasingly, online learning completely ignores borders with one-quarter of Australian post-

secondary students claiming foreign citizenship [6]. 

Researchers tend to divide digital learning environments into different types, depending on 

their scale, feature set, and use case.  Two of the most common forms of online learning are 

the Massive Open Online Course (MOOCs) platforms, such as Udemy, Udacity, Coursera, and 

Sandford Online; and open university-style courses offered on platforms like Moodle or 

Blackboard.  Though as student class sizes in Open University courses continue to grow, while 

MOOCs simultaneously target smaller paid classes through the offering of recognized 

diplomas for students [7], the distinction between the two is becoming less obvious.    

With the growth in the provision of online learning systems comes a great deal of student and 

course-related data that can be used to track the success of both individual students as well as 

the effectiveness of the overall course material.  These data points can include personal 

information about the students, interactions with course content and assignments, and overall 

course grades.  Figure 2-1 shows an example of a Blackboard course discussion between 

multiple students in the course discussion forums, where students and instructors can discuss 

their progress, or identify problems they are experiencing with the learning material or 

assignments.   
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Of course, as the use of online learning environments continues to increase, ensuring that 

instructors can monitor and react to student needs in a timely fashion is a growing concern and 

research suggests that instructor reaction time may have a significant effect on both student 

satisfaction and student success rates [1]. 

 

 

Figure 2-1:  Example of a Digital Classroom Discussion Forum on Blackboard. 

 

Current online learning systems already collect a wealth of metrics and logs pertaining to 

student interaction with the system.  Everything from reading, writing, assignment work, tests, 

and even communication with students and instructors is available for data mining by 

educators and/or the administrative staff [8].  Further, while there are several automated 

systems that can assist with grading or managing structured data, such as multiple-choice 

assignments or quizzes, the data found in the discussion forums of online learning 

environments poses a challenge because of its diverse, unstructured nature.   

For instance, as already mentioned, student discussions around unrelated topics like the 

weather or current events may show signs of frustration or confusion but have nothing to do 
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with the course material.  Currently, instructors are still forced to go through and read all 

comments as quickly as possible whether they require a response or not, because there is no 

way to prioritize messages that indicate the need for immediate assistance against those posts 

that are in no way time-sensitive in nature.   

It also must be noted that while there are sentiment analysis features available for most current 

online classrooms, including Moodle [9], and there is a body of research dedicated to obtaining 

sentiment from related discussion groups and forms [10], these efforts, are dedicated to 

determining student sentiment or positive/negative opinions around various topics after having 

studied them, or about the overall course as a whole, and do not specifically identify immediate 

individual student confusion.  Nor do they highlight learning topics directly related to, or that 

may have contributed to immediate confusion to students for later reporting and insights, 

beyond looking at student grades or physical interaction with the digital platform.     

Of course, a classifier-based alert system will never be expected to be the sole comprehensive 

information source available to instructors and course planners to determine problematic 

content.  A metric showing what topics were most responsible for time-sensitive instructor 

interventions, however, when combined with the rest of the aggregate physical interaction and 

academic success data currently collect by the online learning system, could be a unique and 

useful metric when instructors and course creators are looking for ways to maximize the 

effectiveness of the learning content over time.   
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Natural Language Processing  

Natural Language Processing (NLP) falls within the fields of artificial intelligence and 

computational linguistics and is mainly concerned with a range of techniques and processes 

that allow for the analysis and representation of human language.   As a discipline, NLP has 

been explored since at least the 1950s, but it was in the 1980s when statistically-based machine 

learning algorithms such as decision trees and Hidden Markov-based Part-Of-Speech research 

began to be applied to NLP problems, aided by rapidly increasing computer processing power 

[11], [12] that allowed for much larger data sets to be worked with. 

There has been considerable academic and commercial work in NLP over the past decade as 

the growth in social media, web sites, blogs, product review sites, and other big data sources 

have created a wealth of largely unstructured information of interest to both businesses and 

researchers alike.  Some of the largest technology companies in the world, including Google 

and IBM, have invested heavily in projects ranging from web search engine technology, to 

product review analysis, human-computer interfaces, etc.  And while all this attention has 

certainly encouraged significant strides in technology, it is important to point out that most 

NLP systems - even the more popular and seemingly advanced ones such as IBM’s Watson or 

Apple’s Siri - do not actually have deep understanding of the language they are working with, 

but instead view much of text analysis as largely a pattern matching exercise.  And while there 

are expert systems that do contain detailed domain knowledge, the work required to develop 

those custom knowledge centres for general cross-domain use is still very labour and 

computationally-intensive [9], [13].   
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Previous research in natural language processing that is directly relevant to this thesis work 

includes Wang and Cardie’s research into developing a dispute identification classifier for 

Wikipedia Talk discussion pages.  Every Wikipedia entry has an associated Wikipedia Talk 

page where the volunteer editors discuss the content and justify any updates or changes made 

to the related Wikipedia entry.   When disputes get too heated between editors, Wikipedia staff 

must consider stepping in and engaging in dispute resolution between the editors, prior to any 

further entry changes.  Given the size of Wikipedia, however, it is very difficult to manually 

detect every disputed entry.   

Wang and Cardie tested several NLP classifiers to determine the best method of identifying 

situations where the content on a Wikipedia page was under dispute based on the comments of 

the editors - labelling each page with either DISPUTE or NON-DISPUTE.  Like student 

discussion posts, the editor discussion data contains opinionated text or dialogue-specific 

keywords that are often not specifically negative, which can complicate classification, so they 

included category detection to their algorithm and used that as an input to train the classifier 

to adjust for topics where dispute-like discussion was common but may not have indicated an 

actual problem with the content entry, such as religion or politics.  Their research experiments 

with support vector machine (SVM), logical regression, and isotonic conditional random field 

(CRM) as candidate classifiers, and on their particular data set, a CRM-based classifier with 

part-of-speech tagging and category identification performed best with an accuracy of 0.80 

and an F1 score 0.78 [14].   

Kim and Kang’s 2010 research to identify unresolved discussions in student online forums 

was a rules-based attempt to classify student discussion posts into the categories: questions, 
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answers, issues, acknowledgements, and corrections.  Interestingly, their model would 

probably be transferrable across domains because many of their rules were based on standard 

language conventions; for example, the presence of a question mark was used as a strong 

indicator that the post was a question.  Their other categories, however proved more difficult 

to distinguish, so their highest performing SVM classifier only reached an accuracy of 0.65 in 

recognizing issues, and 0.57 in correctly labelling responses and acknowledgements [15].  

Their work does exemplify the value of at least some rules-based functionality, though, as they 

were able to detect student questions with 0.95 accuracy and identify answers to specific 

questions with 0.87 accuracy. 

In 2013 a Research Team that included one of the foremost writers on opinion mining, Bing 

Liu from the Department of Computer Science at the University of Illinois at Chicago, looked 

at the problem of determining intent within online discussion group posts.  Specifically, they 

were developing an algorithm to identify explicit expressions of purchasing intentions with in 

the content of a discussion post.  Through this work they developed the Co-Class algorithm, 

which combines the Information Gain (IG) method of feature selection, using entropy to 

differentiate the categories through the presence or absence of feature labels, with two naïve 

Bayes (NB) classifiers (hence the term Co-Class), each one trained in a different domain and 

run repeatedly until they stabilize, and the strongest indicator is selected.  They were able to 

demonstrate this method of category identification paired with NB classifiers produced more 

accurate cross domain classifiers when looking at purchase intent across four independent 

domain-specific discussion forums [16] than single classifiers.  While the research in this thesis 

focuses on a single domain with topic categorization, and therefore is more directly relevant 
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to their initial individual classifier development, prior to pairing them, Co-Class is an 

interesting approach that is also discussed with future research directions in Chapter 5.    

 

Sentiment Analysis 

Sentiment analysis, or opinion mining research, is a branch of NLP that, along with increased 

academic focus, has seen a significant amount of interest from business and political groups 

over the past decade, fuelled by the growth of readily-available data analysis tools and the 

wealth of textual data provided by social media, e-commerce, and digital marketing platforms.  

In the business world companies and organizations are starting to use these techniques to drive 

product, marketing or public relation decisions, while political and public organizations are 

using it to help inform policy decisions.  It has even been researched as a method of predicting 

financial markets or to identify misleading online product reviews [17].  

Sentiment Analysis is included here because the techniques relevant to determining sentiment 

polarity are very closely related to the processes used in this research work, so an 

understanding of relevant work in this area will be beneficial.  And while sentiment analysis 

may be a relatively straight forward classification problem for direct opinions on a specific 

entity, the process can quickly become complicated when dealing with more complex entries 

such as comparative opinions (e.g.: Samsung phones are better than LG phones), or when 

identifying individual attributes of an entity (e.g.: this phone has a great camera but a terrible 

battery life) [18]. 
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There are a number of decisions that must be considered when setting out to do a sentiment 

analysis problem.  One of the first is whether to engage in binary or multi-class classification.  

Binary classification looks at sentiment as either being positive or negative, while multiclass 

can include a neutral class, or may even attempt to label corpuses across a spectrum of 

extremes.  Though it is somewhat dependent on the target content being labelled, sentiment  

analysis algorithms are typically much more likely to obtain a higher degree of accuracy using 

binary classification, because of the substantially increased sensitivity and training time 

necessary to develop a multi-class model [19]. 

Another choice to make when setting out to engage in sentiment analysis is the granularity at 

which the classification will take place.  For instance, sentiment labels can be applied at the 

document level, the sentence level, or even the attribute level, with increases in the complexity 

accompanying each move towards great granularity.  A professional movie review might be an 

acceptable target for a document-level sentiment analysis if only the top-level aggregate 

sentiment is of interest.  If, however, understanding the Reviewer’s opinions on the Director, 

the Actors, etc., a sentence-level or even attribute-level classifier may be more useful. 

The level of chosen granularity is also heavily dependent on the data being evaluated.  Twitter 

tweets can be a good candidate for sentiment-level sentiment analysis because they are rarely 

longer than a sentence, but can be challenging to extract individual entities from, while on the 

other hand product reviews might be easer to work with at a more granular level because the 

entities are generally prominent easier to extract [20]. 
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Once the number of classes and the level of granularity have been chosen, the next decision is 

that of the specific technique to employ in labelling the data.  There is a wide variety of options 

at this point, though they can be divided between Lexicon and Machine Learning-based 

approaches, as shown in Figure 2-2.   

 

Figure 2-2:  Approaches to Sentiment Analysis [20] 

 

Lexicon-based approaches utilize dictionaries and predefined opinion word lists and lexicons 

to assign positive or negative sentiment.  The text is converted into tokens, or tokenized, and 

then each token is matched to the dictionary and, if matched, is added to the total score [21].  

The ultimate classification of the document depends on the total score it ultimately achieves.  

Lexicon-based approaches yield quite accurate results, but they do not scale well if their tagged 

corpus or dictionary is growing to accommodate new situations [2].  The research in this thesis  

uses lexicon-based term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) to provide a relevance 
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score to the discussion posts it processes, checking each post against the custom dictionary 

created by pulling keywords out of learning material related to the course. At its base level, tf-

idf is just counting the keyword that appear in the custom dictionary and scoring them by 

simply counting how many appear in the target post.  This will be discussed in greater detail 

later in the chapter. 

Machine learning approaches to sentiment analysis, on the other hand, are subdivided into 

supervised and unsupervised learning.  Supervised learning generally takes the path of data 

collection, preprocessing the text for the classifiers to better work with the data, training the 

classifier on a subset of the data, the actual classification task, and then plotting results.  The 

focus on the creation of the TutorAlert classifier will utilize a mix of supervised learning 

algorithms that have shown promise with similar application in the past.  These classifiers 

include naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy, SVM, J48 decision tree, and others that we will detail 

in upcoming sections.   

 

 

Figure 2-3:  The Standard Steps for Supervised Machine Learning Classification 
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There are even hybrid approaches, such as Yang et al.‘s model that combines dictionary and 

classification approaches in an attempt to leverage the strengths of both, which have seen 

promising results – though as with most sentiment analysis research, it is heavily dependent 

on the makeup and character of the data [21]. 

 

Stemming, Lemmatization, Part-Of-Speech, and Tokenization 

As stated above, before engaging in an NLP project such as sentiment analysis or language 

classification, there are some pre-processing options which normally must be considered and 

tested.  This is the data preparation that takes the raw text data and prepares it for the 

classifier [22].   

Stemming or lemmatization can be used to normalize words and reduce similar words to a 

common base form, grouping them together and reducing the overall dimensionality of the 

data.   Part-of-speech (POS) tagging can add an additional level of context to text data by 

identifying nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc., based on both the word’s definition and 

relationship with the adjacent related words in a phrase or sentence, which will be discussed 

in the next section.  

While the goals of stemming and lemmatization are similar, their approach is quite different, 

as is their effects on data.  Stemming is a heuristic process that reduces similar words to a 

single base word, which itself may or may not be an actual word, by chopping off the end.  

So, the words study, studying, studies, and studious might all reduce to the stem studi.  

Stemming algorithms have been used extensively in information retrieval and search engines 
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due to their comparative speed and ability to identify potentially synonymous material [23].    

As well, most stemming algorithms can be tuned to exclude certain terms that should not be 

altered and allow for custom rules that specifically identify words with considerably different 

roots, like “skis” and “sky”. 

Lemmatization, on the other hand, groups various forms of a word together into its single 

lemma, or base form.  This is a slower, more resource demanding process that requires the 

use of an external dictionary, trading off the speed of stemming for improved accuracy.  For 

example, the words “car”, “care”, and “caring” might all be reduced to the word “car” in 

stemming, lemmatization would likely recognise the difference, provided the words existed 

in the dictionary being used.  This reliance on the dictionary can also cause challenges with 

slang, abbreviations, and non-standard terminology [24]. 

There is the danger, of course, that employing too aggressive a lemmatization or stemming 

tool will cause too many words to be shortened and may affect accuracy and meaning; while 

using a solution that is too liberal can overly spread out the weight of results that should be 

combined into a single meaning. 

The use of all these preparation techniques is by no means required to a sentiment analysis 

task, and there have been plenty of academic studies that do not employ more than one or 

two of these natural language processing techniques.  They are, however, considered to be an 

effective way to reduce the level of dimensionality and thereby improve the overall training 

of the algorithm.  In fact, during the research and testing phase of TutorAlert development, 

these pre-processing techniques had a marked effect on the end results, which will be 
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covered in more depth in Chapter 4, in the section regarding the preparation of the data for 

testing.  

 

Part of Speech (POS) Tagging 

Part of speech (POS) tagging is a natural language processing technique which assigns a tag 

to each word in a piece of text, classifying it to a specific morphological type such as verb, 

noun, etc.  POS taggers can be useful for extracting subject keywords or features from a text, 

as these are normally nouns or noun phrases [24].  

There are different types of POS taggers, generally divided between rules-based solutions 

and stochastic-based solutions that assign tags based on probabilities.  Either of these can be 

implemented as supervised or unsupervised, though unsupervised taggers tend to be 

implemented as a part of a greater NLP system that provides learning feedback, while 

supervised taggers tend to be trained on a previously-tagged corpus. 

The most commonly used taggers for NLP research tend to be the Hidden Markov Model 

(HMM) TreeTagger, the Maximum Entropy (ME or MaxEnt)-based Stanford POS tagger, 

and Python’s NLTK toolkit, which includes both HMM, Maximum Entropy taggers; as well 

as a rules-based Transformation taggers.  Comparative academic research on POS taggers 

consistently recommends the use of either the TreeTagger or Stanford POS for English-based 

research work [25] [26].  For the research performed as part of this thesis, therefore, the 

Stanford POS was chosen, due to it’s compatibility with other test software, and the 

consistently solid performance at tagging nouns and verbs, as demonstrated by Tian & Lo 
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[25], where they demonstrated an accuracy of 92.7% on noun identification, and Abebe & 

Tonella [26] who saw 81.8% accuracy improvement over unprocessed natural sentences.   

 

Common Natural Language Processing Classifiers 

Once deciding on the preparation treatment and feature selection of the data, the next major 

step is to identify the type of classifier that will be the most successful on the data set in 

question.  Here, there are several choices, that have been well-tested in applications that 

suggest they may also be useful in determining student frustration or confusion.  The most 

common machine learning algorithms used in sentiment analysis and related research are either 

naive Bayes, SVM, Decision Tree, or Maximum Entropy learning algorithms.  In fact, SVM 

and naive Bayes have long been cornerstones in email spam research, which is arguably a more 

mature, well-tested area in natural language processing than sentiment analysis, so they are 

promising places to start [27], [28].  For the research here, and generally when looking at new 

natural language processing applications, it is important to test against each of these because 

different classifiers tend work better with some data sets than others.   

Naïve Bayes and Multinomial Naïve Bayes 

Naive Bayes is a family of algorithms based on Bayes’ Theorem that has been popular in 

natural language processing applications including sentiment analysis, largely because of the 

simplicity in both the training and classifying stages.  It is a probabilistic classifier that 

identifies patterns by assigning class labels to problem instances, represented as vectors of 

feature values, where that value is assumed to be independent of the value of any other feature.  
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For example, if the classifier is told that a fruit that is round, red, and about 3 inches in diameter, 

then each of these three features are treated independent of one another, but whenever they 

exist together they contribute to the probability that the fruit will be classified as an apple [29]. 

Bayes theorem provides a way of calculating posterior probability P(c|x), the posterior 

probability of class c given predictor x, from the prior probability of the class P(c) , the prior 

probability of the predictor P(x), and the probability of the predictor given the class P(x|c) as 

shown in the equation seen in Figure 2-4. 

 

 

Figure 2-4: Bayes theorem 

 

 

When used in NLP, the per-processed data along with extracted features are provided as input 

to the classifier and, once the training is complete, it can apply labels to the set based on the 

learned pattern – the polarity of sentiment analysis, for example.   

This research also included testing on a Multinomial Naïve Bayes classifier – the main 

difference being that with Naïve Bayes there is no assumption made on the nature of the 

distribution of the data, while Multinomial Naïve Bayes assumes a multinomial distribution.  

This change has proven effective in a number of research studies involving NLP, depending 

on the nature of the data, and was therefore worth testing here [21]. 

P(c |x )=
P (x |c )P(c)

P (x)
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Support Vector Machines 

Support Vector Machines (SVM) are a family of supervised machine learning algorithms that 

are used in both regressions and classification problems, and they are often seen in academic 

research around sentiment analysis and similar language classification problems.  Using this 

algorithm, every data item is plotted as a point in n-dimensional space, with the value of each 

feature being the value of the plotted coordinate.  From there, classification is performed by 

determining the hyper-plane that based differentiates the two classes, as seen in Figure 2-5 

[30]. 

 

 

Figure 2-5:  Visualization of a Support Vector Machine 

 

Obviously, the best separation is achieved where the hyperplane has a good separation between 

the data points because, while most SVM implementations can handle outliers well, too many 

of them can introduce noise and negatively affect the classifier’s accuracy.  
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An additional consideration when implementing SVM is the kernel function to use.  Kernel 

functions, or kernel tricks, are methods used by SVM to convert data that is not separate in one 

dimension and transform it to a higher dimension that is separable by transforming the data 

based upon the labels or outputs defined in the problem [30].   

Kernels are generally separated into linear and Gaussian, or RBF kernels.  Linear kernels are 

fast but perform best when the data is well separated.  Gaussian or RBF kernels are much more 

computationally heavy, but tend to have a better predictive ability, especially where the plotted 

data is more scattered [31].  For the research contained in this thesis, both a linear and RBF 

kernel have been used for comparison purposes.  

 

Decision Tree 

A decision tree appears like a flowchart where each individual node represents a test on an 

attribute and each branch represents an outcome of the test, and each leaf, a class.  Used to 

generate rules for the prediction, and also known as C4.5, decision tree classifiers are a good 

classifier choice for situations that require dealing with a significant amount of data.  The 

words and phrases from a training corpus, for example, become represented in the leaf nodes 

of the decision tree [30]. 
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Figure 2-6:  Example Decision Tree for language classification. 

 

As an example, in Figure 2-6 above, words and bigrams are labelled with their respective 

classifications, indicating whether a student in question is confused about subject.  So in this 

model, the phrase “I find complicated algorithms more interesting” would be labelled as “Not 

Confused”, where the phrase, “I find complicated algorithms horrible, I am missing 

something”, would be labelled as “Confused”. 

 

Maximum Entropy 

Maximum Entropy is a probability-based classification technique, which has been commonly 

used in natural language processing applications. The main concept behind ME classifiers is 

that of feature-based classification, where the features are used to find a distribution over the 

different classes, or the probability of any data point belonging to a particular class, using 
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logistical regression.  Unlike Naïve Bayes, ME makes no assumptions about independence of 

features, so it can more easily handle bigrams, trigrams, and even phases without worrying 

about feature overlap.   

So, for example, for every discussion post (w) to be categorized in a class (c), an ME classifier 

would define a joint feature f(c,w) = N, where N is the number of times w occurs in a training 

document already labelled as class (c) [32]. In practice sentiment analysis classifiers based on 

ME have been used very effectively in some very prominent applications – the Stanford 

Sentiment Analysis Engine being one popular example.  That said, as with the Stanford 

Sentiment Analysis Engine, they tend to be extremely tied to the domain they are trained in 

because their classifications are based on weights between correlated features, and they are 

more sensitive to poor or unstructured training data than other type of classifier [33]. 

 

Feature Extraction and Selection 

With the main machine learning classifiers covered it would now be worthwhile to turn 

attention to the topic of feature selection and extraction.  Typically, natural language 

processing, including work with sentiment analysis, is more useful when the object or focus 

of the opinion can be identified.  This is a challenging problem, however, especially when 

considering automated feature extraction from unstructured data such as discussion forum 

posts or open-ended product reviews.  Indeed, many current sentiment analysis classifiers in 

use in business today, such as Sysomos, Crimson Hexagon, and Netbase, operate largely on a 

higher document-or sentence-level classification, because of the difficulty in identifying the 

features upon which the individual sentiments are based [34].  So, for example, if a review for 
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a specific digital camera contained a comment like: “the Poloron 5000’s lens was fine, but the 

battery life was very poor,” and the classifier was working on sentence-level sentiment 

analysis, there is a danger that the lens, battery life, and the whole Poloron 5000 itself would 

be assigned negative sentiment, even if that wasn’t technically the intent of the comment. 

Feature extraction and selection are very active areas of natural language processing research, 

and there have been several techniques explored in the automatic identification and selection 

of domain features.  One common method of feature extraction is to attempt to handle the 

problem in pre-processing using custom parsers which use Hidden Markov models to identify 

features during POS tagging – the GENIA tagger which is specifically designed for biomedical 

text tagging is one example of this approach [35].  A separate, though related approach is the 

use of a custom dictionaries as part of the lemmatization process.  Lemmatization replaces 

words with their base, or lemma, using a dictionary database which can be customized for the 

specific domain in which the classifier will operate.  The Bio Lemmatizer for biomedical texts 

[36], or Concept Net, which is specialized for technology product reviews [37], are two such 

examples built on the common, general purpose Word Net Lemmatizer [38].  This was a 

direction initially considered for the research in this thesis, but the manual effort required in 

creating a custom dictionary database for every possible educational application would 

dramatically affect the ultimate portability of the model, so less manually intensive efforts 

were used instead. 

Once the potential features have been identified, or extracted, feature selection attempts to 

identify the most relevant attributes to increase classifier and model accuracy.   Current 

approaches to feature selection can be divided into four main types – heuristic, statistical, 
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clustering-based, and hybrid [39].  Heuristic models operate largely on POS data and attempt 

to select important features based on their grammatical position in the content, and have quite 

high accuracy, though this is very dependent on the accuracy of the POS tagging [24].  

Clustering-based feature selection uses machine learning algorithms to group similar features 

into groups, the benefit being that there is little required in the way of configuration – though 

clustering tends to favour large features, and minor features can be difficult to identify and can 

be missed [39].  

Statistical feature selection techniques have employed several methods, including information 

gain, and decision tree models; and while these approaches have seen some success [38], [27], 

they can also be very computationally expensive, which has encouraged many researchers to 

explore hybrid models that combine the strengths of more than one approach [24].   

Building on these prior methods, for this thesis research, a custom dictionary is created of 

keywords and phrases taken directly from relevant course material and compared against a 

stop list to remove common or irrelevant terms.  The resulting list is tokenized and provides 

a weighting factor for the td-ift that can be by the classifier to help determine whether a 

comment is applicable to the course material simply through the presence of applicable 

keywords.    So, when a classified post appears as a candidate for an alert to the instructor, 

the topic and relevance probability determine whether an alert is forwarded.   

Further, instead of integrating feature selection and clustering within the classification 

algorithm, TutorAlert treats that as an independent data mining issue and allows for reporting 
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on topic identified within the alerts, as well as clustering and trends over time, without 

further complicating the classification process.   
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Chapter III - METHODOLOGY 

The intention of the TutorAlert project is to develop a natural language processing classifier 

that can identify student confusion or frustration in the discussion forums of an online learning 

environment and alert the instructors to the situation as quickly as possible.  A secondary goal 

is the identification of course content that is consistently causing confusion and frustration so 

that it can be improved over time.  Previous efforts in this area, have largely focused on the 

learner’s level of physical interaction with the learning environment [41], or have performed 

standard sentiment analysis to gauge overall student satisfaction with the tools or course 

material [42], rather than using natural language processing to identify students who are having 

difficulty with specific topics based on their posts to the discussion forums. 

Classifying discussion posts of an online learning environment raises a few interesting 

challenges, though.  First, there are the standard difficulties of handling free-form text and the 

imprecise nature of the English language.  Second, there is the necessity to identify the subjects 

of the text and attempt to match them with some learning concept or course feature to better 

inform the instructor of the nature of the difficulty.  Third the use of lexicon-based solutions 

becomes complicated because most general sentiment dictionaries or word lists that identify 

language as positive or negative do not necessarily apply.  For instance, it is very possible that 

a student could request assistance in a manner that was very positive in language and sentiment 

but may still require an equally prompt response from the instructor. 

Another consideration inherent to classifying posts from a digital classroom discussion forum 

is the breadth of relevant subjects that a solution will need to account for.  As a rule, sentiment 

analysis classifiers and processes do not transfer readily from one domain to the other, and 
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similarly the language used to identify problems with an English course will likely be markedly 

different than that of a Computer Science course.  Any existing solution considering this area 

would need to tackle this issue using something like Pan et al.‘s Spectral Feature Alignment 

algorithm to create a baseline relationship between the two domains [43], or use develop the 

aforementioned custom word list as part of an entropy based classifier as suggested by 

Deshmukh and Tripathy [44].   

It is important to note here, too, that even though this thesis work covers only the single domain 

of an Introductory Java Programming Course, and the ability to move across domains is not 

an absolute requirement at this stage of research, for the purposes of ongoing flexibility and 

usefulness of the project, the ability to move to other subjects with as little effort as possible, 

remains a desirable design goal.  This will also factor into the final decisions regarding data 

preprocessing in this Chapter, and algorithm decisions discussed later.   

 

Development Platform and Tools 

The initial development and testing of TutorAlert has been done on a blend of Java and Python 

3.  As has already been mentioned, the Java-based work centered on the Stanford University 

NLP Parser and POS Tagger [25] and the University of Waikato’s Waikato Environment for 

Knowledge Analysis (Weka) [48].  These tools were chosen largely due to their prevalence in 

academic NLP research, and the fact that they contain main optimizations and parameters that 

would be extremely time-consuming and complex to put together from scratch.  Additionally, 
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the fact that these software tools are open source, and licensed under the various versions of the 

GNU General Public Licence as also helpful in integrating them in the TutorAlert workflow.   

For the tf-idf process to help identify relevance, the Python 3-based scikit was utilized, because 

Weka does not yet allow for custom dictionaries to be used in their version of tf-idf.  Scikit is 

licenced under the BSD license [49].   

Additionally, the Python 3-based Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK), which is distributed under 

the Apache 3.0 licence, and was used for testing various relevance weights, stemming, some 

POS work, and confirming Weka classifier results [47].   

The web components of TutorAlert are contained within Google’ cloud-based app engine, and 

the data is stored on the Google App Engine Datastore. 

 

Data Preparation 

The raw data for this thesis study consisted of 9,141 individual forum posts and messages taken 

over 6 sections of the Comp 268 course and collected in the Moodle online education 

environment logs. Once processed, with any blank lines removed, the data set was 71,175 lines 

long.  Initial parsing and pre-processing included anonymizing the data to remove student 
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numbers, names, and identifiers, as required by the University Ethics Approval found in 

Appendix A.   

 

Figure 3-1 TutorAlert logical flow, highlighting preprocessing tasks. 

 

 

Posts by the instructors were also manually identified and removed from the raw data, but 

student posts that elicited a response from an instructor were labeled as such, for initial training 

purposes.  Additional training came from manually labelling data that would be used in the 

training sections.  In total, there were 1,786 posts that were seen to have required time-sensitive 

instructor intervention, with the remainder being deemed as not time-sensitive in nature.  For 
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training purposes, 1000 posts requiring assistance, and 1000 posts that did not require 

assistance were included in the training set, in an attempt to ensure a well-balanced classifier.     

The raw data set entering preprocessing is demonstrated in Figure 3-2 below, with an 

anonymized Student ID number, the time and date of the original post, the post text, and 

whether there was an instructor response to the post.   

The Student IDs, while anonymous, are unique to the individual student, thus allowing for the 

identification of students having multiple posts about different topics contained in the course 

material.  The only data point not shown is the unique database ID assigned to each individual 

post.   

 

 

Figure 3-2: Sample training post after initial preprocessing 

 

 

At this point the data is ready to enter the preprocessing functions shown in Figure 3-1.  The 

first step of this process is to apply the Part of Speech tagging, and then to append the POS 

tags to each word in the post, as seen in Table 3-1 below.  This step must happen prior to 
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stemming so that the POS tagger has the best chance of properly understanding and tagging 

each word properly.  As discussed in Chapter 3, the main POS tagging solution that was 

decided upon for TutorAlert was the Stanford POS tagger – both because of its 

recommendations in the academic references cited previously, and the fact that the Stanford 

POS tagger works with Weka, the machine learning research tool, available from the 

University of Waikato, New Zealand, which contains several useful preprocessing and attribute 

testing functions [45]    

Part of Speech tags have largely standardized around the Penn Treebank tag set and is also 

used by the Stanford tools as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 3-1:  POS Tag definitions. 
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Looking at Figure 3-1, it is easy to pick out the nouns that will be an important input to both 

the classifier and the relevance probabilities.  Keywords such as “question”, “assignment”, 

“code”, “calculate”, are clear and it is probably little surprise that this was indeed a post that 

was actually responded to by the instructor in the training set.   

 

 

Figure 3-3: Sample training post after POS tagging 

 

After POS tags have been applied, it is now time to apply stemming to the data as seen in 

Figure 3-4 below.  Both Weka and NLTK have a number of stemming options, though the 

Porters Stemmer, implemented as the Snowball Stemmer in Weka, is considered by a number 

of researchers to produce some of the best output compared to other stemmers, and even though 

it is more time consuming, the trade off is a significantly lower error rate in English, so it is 

very suitable for the purpose of this research [50].   
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Figure 3-4: Sample training post after Porters Stemmer applied. 

 

The stemmer has the ability to ignore terms contained in the custom dictionary, and that was 

tested in the initial work to determine if accuracy was increased by keeping keywords and n-

grams that are most relevant, untouched.  The difference between including and excluding the 

custom dictionary was not significant, though, and in fact there were a number of terms that 

should be included as keywords that were missed out by not being stemmed – coding and code, 

for example, so stemming was performed on the custom dictionary. 

Finally, the POS tagging was performed, as can be seen in Figure 3-5 below.  As a final step, 

the data is tokenized in preparation for the classifiers. Also seen in Figure 3-5 below, a number 

of the nouns are again highlighted to show the effect of the combination of the stemming and 

POS tagging. 
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Figure 3-5: Sample training post with both POS tagging and stemming applied, highlighting 

nouns. 

 

 

 

Category List Creation 

To classify the posts as being relevant to a specific topic, a custom list of categories is required 

as an input for labelling topics and determining overall relevance of the post to the course 

topics.  This proved to be one of the more challenging aspects of the thesis work, and a prime 

area for further research, as discussed further in Chapter 5. 

There was a great deal of experimenting with various methods of developing topic-matter 

ontologies from the course material and testing other methods of automatically generating 

hierarchical terminology lists, but these approaches were rejected for two main reasons.  First, 

for TutorAlert it would dramatically reduce the chance of the algorithm being transportable to 

other subjects beyond our study data.  Further, the development of custom ontologies or 

structured labels would markedly increase the technical complexity and sheer amount of work 

that would be involved in moving the tool to another subject. 
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Second, the focus of this research is on the actual classifier, and there is a risk that developing 

an intricate post labelling system might compound errors, or at least take the project 

significantly beyond the its current scope. 

Instead, the list of categories was developed by using the Full Table of Contents, Programming 

Exercise Descriptions, and Glossary from the free online textbook, “Introduction to 

Programming Using Java, Seventh Edition”, by David J. Eck [46].  Then, using Python’s 

Natural Language Tool Kit’s (NLTK) [47] stop word list, we removed any common 

conversational words such as “I”, “your”, “if”, etc., so that only those words relevant to the 

subject matter remained. 

 

Table 3-2: Summary of top custom category list. 
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The categorization of the posts happens after they have been preprocessed, with stemming 

POS tags already in place, the custom category list should also be in the same format to simply 

comparison, so stemming and POS tagging were also applied to the category list, and 

duplicates are removed.  Because the category list is not in sentence form, however, and only 

a high-level categorizing of post as a measure of relevance is required, it is possible to generate 

the categories simply by applying the noun and verb POS tags to each of the word list.   

 

 

Figure 3-6: Partial category list with stemming and POS tagging applied. 

 

The completed category list was then used as an input to the tf-idf process. 

 

Experimental Setup 

Once the preprocessing is complete, the test to determine the best classifier for the discussion 

post data can proceed.  As previously mentioned, the Weka version of the classifiers will be 

used for the experiment itself, both for the ease of configuration, and because Weak allows for 

saving trained classifiers for later use, rather than forcing a retraining of the model every time, 

or having to create a custom persistent environment for training and testing. 
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Table 3-3:  Statistics of the dataset. 

Dataset Type Response 

Required 

No Response 

Required 

Total Posts 

Discussion Forum Posts Train 1000 1000 2000 

Test 786 6355 7141 

 

As stated above, our training set consists of 1000 discussion posts requiring a response, and 1000 

discussion posts that are not labelled as requiring a time-sensitive response from an instructor, 

for a total of 2000 labelled posts.  Similarly, the remaining data set aside to test the classifiers is 

split between those requiring time-sensitive responses, and those that do not.   

Also as stated above, the training data is an even split between those posts requiring responses.  

This is known as over sampling, and is undertaken so that avoid classifier bias because of a lack 

of data on either side of the class [51]. 
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Figure 3-7: Category list with stemming and POS tagging applied. 

 

The final stage of the experiment is to train each of the classifiers with the training data, and then 

expose them to the test data in order to determine their accuracy.  The results of this phase will 

be covered in the next chapter, Chapter 4.  
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Chapter IV - RESULTS 

A quick scan through current academic research and it soon become apparent that there have 

been a large number of different machine learning algorithms that have been tested with 

different data sets, and within different domains, with wildly varying results.  Since there was 

not a great deal of academic research found that was specific to testing different classifiers on 

online education discussion posts, it is necessary to cast a wide net in determining which would 

be the best choice.  As discussed in Chapter 3, the 9,141 discussion posts were split into 

training and test data for the purposes of testing a number of different classifiers build within 

the Weka environment. 

Seven different classifiers – an implementation of a Support Vector Machine algorithm called 

Sequential minimal optimization (SMO), C4.5/J48 decision tree, k-nearest neighbor, Random 

Forest, Naive Bayes, Network Naive Bayes, and Logistic Regression – were created and 

trained in order to run the experiment.   

For each classifier we computed the average accuracy, max accuracy, and F-score, or F-

measure which is the harmonic mean of recall and precision, and provides an indication of 

classifier accuracy on a scale between 0 at the low end, and 1 at the high end [52]. 

Looking at the results in Table 4-1, the SVM algorithm obtained both the highest accuracy and 

F-score measures, followed by Random Forrest and Multinomial Naive Bayes.   
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Table 4-1:  Overall Classifier Results 

Classifier Avg Accuracy 
Max 

Accuracy 
Avg F 

SMO 81.86% 84.82% 0.820 

J48 Decision Tree 73.25% 77.60% 0.728 

Lazy-IBK (kNN) 70.88% 75.52% 0.708 

Random Forest 79.79% 82.75% 0.798 

Naive Bayes 69.82% 71.33% 0.688 

Multinomial Naive Bayes 78.90% 80.14% 0.783 

Logistic Regression 74.64% 76.62% 0.746 

 

   

 While a high-level NLP classifier that can alert instructors to potential student problems at a 

post-level is certainly useful, one of our research goals was to also provide feedback to 

instructors around course material that may be problematic, or at least consistently causing 

confusion to students on some level.  To these ends, we have developed a report that identifies 

course-related keywords from the syllabus and runs a similar analysis just on posts containing 

those concepts. 

   

Inter-Rater Reliability Testing 

Working with our classifier and achieving a satisfactory level of accuracy is certainly 

promising, but to truly test the utility of a natural language processing tool like TutorAlert, the 

gold standard to test the resulting algorithm against actual instructors through the use of inter-

rater reliability testing [53].  
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To accomplish this test, 200 of the student discussion posts from the data were loaded into a 

question bank where three independent on-line course college instructors were asked to 

determine whether they, on seeing a similar post, would intervene in an urgent, time-sensitive 

fashion to the post being displayed.   

 

 

 

Table 4-2:  Inter-rater Reliability Test Results 

Instructors % Agree 
Cohen’s 

Kappa 

N (200) 

disagrees 

Instructor 1 91% 0.79 18 

Instructor 2 74% 0.58 52 

Instructor 3 81% 0.65 38 

 

 

As one can see in Table 4-2, the results are very positive, ranging from 74% agreement to 91% 

agreement.  It is important to note, though, that in the two cases with the lowest agreement, 

the instructors from the inter-rater reliability test identified a greater number of posts that they 

felt required a time-sensitive response, than the classifier recognized.  And while this may be 

ascribed to personal opinions of what constitutes a time-sensitive issue, ensuring for some 

level of instructor customization of the system could help address this at an individual level – 

much like the training of an email spam filter. 
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Chapter V - CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

This thesis research focused on the design and testing of a number of NLP classifiers in order 

to determine the most accurate candidate for the TutorAlert algorithm that will be used to 

identify frustration, confusion, and other learning complications in a digital online learning 

environment.  Ultimately the intention is for TutorAlert to be implemented as a plugin or 

extension of an existing online learning environment, or be hosted in a cloud environment, to 

provide alerts to students having time-sensitive learning issues, as well as providing a unique 

set of metrics to assist in the determination of weak course material that is consistently causing 

problems. 

Figure 5-1 below lays out the final algorithm details of TutorAlert, including the SVM 

classifier and the data store which retains the trained state of the algorithm so that it does not 

need to be retrained from scratch every time it starts up. 
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Figure 5-1:  TutorAlert algorithm details. 

 

Another thing that became apparent from the inter-rater reliability testing is that different 

instructors appear to harbour slightly different opinions on what constitutes a time sensitive 

discussion post.  So even with TutorAlert trained to an acceptable default level, it would be 

beneficial to include a feedback loop that would continue to train each instance of the algorithm 

to the preferences of the individual instructor.  For this function to be incorporated into 

TutorAlert two situations need to be considered – posts that are incorrectly labelled as frustration 

or confusion but are not (false positives), and those posts that are not labelled as indicating 

frustration or confusion but should be (false negatives).  The former state is resolved in a 
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relatively straight forward fashion by including an “Ignore” button on each alert, that informs 

the classifier that the instructor does not view the issue as needing immediate action, as seen in 

Figure 5-2. 

This function would, over time, allow instructors to continue to train and adjust the classifiers 

to suit their needs in much the same way many people train email spam features today by 

marking them as “Spam” or “Not Spam” in their various email folders. 

 

Figure 5-2: TutorAlert Web Interface showing alerts. 
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Designing a solution for the former situation where posts were mislabeled as not requiring a 

response is more difficult, and may require further integration in the digital classroom platform 

– be it Moodle, Blackboard, etc.  Again, like an email spam function, this would require 

instructors to occasionally comb through posts classified as not requiring teacher intervention 

and allowing for some sort of correction action.  For now, that remains outside of the scope of 

this research, but it will be an important next step in ensuring the ongoing utility of the project. 

An additional fundamental goal was simplicity in design to allow for portability of TutorAlert 

to other domains or subject matter with relatively little training of development.  Indeed, the 

use of a simplified custom dictionary pulled directly from course content is expected to aid in 

this goal.  As mentioned previously, the nature of the binary classification should also ease the 

process of moving TutorAlert to other source subjects. 

There are, of course, methods that could be employed that might allow for an increased number 

of dimensions or classifications states.  Having access to additional data points, such as 

assignment grades, multimedia events, past course grades, parsing additional topic information 

from posts, or even considering interaction times with the digital classroom itself could 

conceivably improve TutorAlert’s accuracy considerably in this area, though this would likely 

also require an increased amount of data for training purposes as well, as discussed in Chapter 

three.  

In summary, while there are a number of compelling development and research directions that 

the TutorAlert could move towards, and indeed much of this will be discussed in the next 
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section on future directions, the overall accuracy of the classifier and the potential utility of 

the overall algorithm is very promising and definitely warrants further investigation. 

 

Future Directions  

Going forward, work will continue on TutorAlert on a number of fronts.  First, further research 

and refinement of the keyword and attribute identification system might better determine 

specific course material or topics where numerous students typically have difficulty.  The 

current solution is simple and serves the immediate purpose, but a more sophisticated system 

might be able to provide more valuable content and education metrics and learning analytics 

beyond merely estimating relevance.   

Further testing of TutorAlert across different domain and subject materials is also a definite 

priority as that will be paramount in establishing its usefulness to educators and institution 

administrators moving forward.   

Other research of interest would include investigating how the system is affected by gender or 

cultural differences, because overly polite or passive language could conceivably lead to an 

increase in false negatives, and, if so, might require some form of additional mitigation.  In 

fact, further investigation into this area might also suggest ways to avoid students manipulating 

the TutorAlert system in order to receive more immediate help from instructors - in other words 

gaming the system to get to the front of the line.   

Other possible future directions could be the incorporation of additional classifiers into 

TutuorAlert as a way of dynamically adding new dimensions or improving overall accuracy 
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across domains, without introducing unnecessary complication.  This could range from a more 

traditional sentiment analysis classifier so that a post might be marked as both confusing and 

be causing negative sentiment; to other functions that attempt to determine learning style based 

on a student’s greater interaction with specific content within the digital classroom.  For 

instance are some students less prone to confusion with the presence of increased video content 

in the course material. 

Currently, TutorAlert is operating on open source software that is best suited for prototyping 

machine learning applications.  To grow beyond individual courses, to a department or 

university level, it would likely need to be deployed on a much larger platform.  IBM’s Watson 

is a good candidate for this, as it has enterprise equivalents of most of the functions through 

their natural language understanding libraries, and both Python and Java are available as 

programming language options.   

Finally, work to expand the integrated functionality of TutorAlert through the creation of plug-

ins or integration into popular online learning environments will also continue going forward.  

The growth in online education is only set to continue, and tools like TutorAlert can 

dramatically improve the overall learning experience for both instructors and students. 
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APPENDIX B – TUTORALERT INTER-RATER RELIABILITY 

The inter-rater reliability test for TutorAlert consisted of a bank of 250 student discussion posts from 

the test data, split evenly between posts that the algorithm registered an alert and the other half which 

did not.  Three experienced college instructors participated in answering the questions, served online 

through Google forms, as demonstrated in Figure 0-1. 

 

Figure 0-1:  Inter-rater Reliability example. 


